
INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

*THIS STATEMENT HAS NOT BEEN FILED WITH FINRA OR ANY
OTHER REGULATORY AGENCY

All information contained in this Information and Disclosure Statement
has been compiled to fulfill the disclosure requirements of Rule 15c2-11 (A) (5)
promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. The
enumerated captions contained herein correspond to the sequential format as set forth
in the rule.

Item 1: The Exact Name of the Issuer and its Predecessor.

Cynk Technology Corp., formerly Introbuzz (hereinafter
referred to as the "Issuer" or the "Company")

Item 2: The Principal Executive Office of the Issuer.

Cynk Technology Corp.
The Matalon, Coney Drive, Suite 400
Belize City, Belize

Office: 305-705-5057

Investor Relations Contact for the Issuer:

Cynk Technology Corp.
The Matalon, Coney Drive, Suite 400
Belize City, Belize

Office: 305-705-5057

Item 3. The State and Date of Incorporation.

The Issuer was incorporated as Introbuzz in the State of Nevada on May 1,
2008.

Item 4. The Exact Title and Class of the Security.

Security Symbol: CYNK
CUSIP Number - 46122R 106
Common Stock - $0.001 par value
Preferred Stock - none



Item 5. The Par or Stated Value of the Security:

The company currently has authorized Five Hundred Forty Million (500,000,000)
shares of stock at par value $.001 which consists of Two Hundred Ninety One
Four Hundred Fifty Million (291,450,000) shares of common stock at par value
$.001.

Item 6. The Number of Shares Outstanding.

A. Fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 2013:

(i) Authorized - 500,000,000 common at par value $0.001.

(ii) Total Issued & Outstanding - 291,450,000 common.

(iii) Restricted Common Issued- 210,000,000 common.

(iv) Free Trading Common Issued- 81,450,000 common.

(v) Shareholders - 30 common shareholders.

On August 15,2012 the Company closed its offering of common stock registered
on Form S-1. Subscriptions have been received from 30 investors, raising
$54,300 in proceeds.

On August 17, 2012 the Board of Directors approved the issuance of 1,086,000
shares of free trading common stock pursuant to the S-l Registration Statement
which went into effect June 1, 2012 as the share are fully paid and non-accessible.

On April 17,2013 the Board of Directors approved the issuance of 2,800,000
shares of common stock to Marlon Sanchez as officer appointment compensation.

On April 17, 2013 Kenneth Carter cancelled 6,000,000 common shares.

On May 6, 2013 the Shareholders approved that the authorized shares shall
increase to 500,000,000.

On June 21, 2013, Introbuzz filed with the Nevada secretary of State a Certificate
of amendment to its Articles of Incorporation to amend the name of the Company
listed therein from "Introbuzz" to "Cynk Technology Corp."

On June 21, 2013 the Board of Directors approved a 1:75 forward stock split.

Item 7. The Name and Address of the Transfer Agent.

Pacific Stock Transfer



4045 South Spencer Street, suite 403
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
Office: (571) 485-9998

Pacific Stock Transfer is currently registered under the Exchange Act and is an SEC
approved transfer agent.

Item 8. The Nature of the Issuer's Business.

Business Development: Cynk Technology is a social network based on the premise
that personal networks are valuable. Social networks are web based services that
allow individuals to post a profile and link their profile to other friends and
organizations. To date, social networks such as Linkedin.com and Facebook.com
have generated enormous popularity. Social Networks have largely been a
"personal branding" exercise or for pure entertainment to see what friends or
associates are doing.

Cynk Technology plans to be a social network that is also based on showing the
types of people you are connected with and are associated. However, it's also
based on the idea that people should, and will pay to get in touch with people you
know. Furthermore, money or donations act as a convenient reason to get in
touch with people who can benefit your career or enhance one's life.

Cynk Technology can also be compared to what happens at a charity auction
when people pay thousands to have lunch with a celebrity. However, with Cynk
Technology, anyone who knows anyone is a mini celebrity and social capital is
valued. We believe that people will pay for introductions that are meaningful
since it can save or create significant value to someone's life such as to find the
right executive, nanny, software developer - or even the right squash player as
examples. Instead of paying for a lunch that neither party wants to eat, parties
can get down to business knowing that their time has been valued.

The issuer is not a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act).

1.The form of organization of the issuer,

The Issuer is a Nevada Corporation.

2. The year that the issuer (or any predecessor) was organized;

The Issuer was incorporated in the State of Nevada on May 1,2008.

3. Issuer's fiscal year end date:

The fiscal year end date is December 31.



4. Whether the issuer (and/or any predecessor) has been in bankruptcy,
receivership or any similar proceeding;

The company andlor any predecessor have not, and are not currently in the
process of filing bankruptcy, receivership or any similar proceeding.

5. Whether the Issuer has made a material rectification, merger,
consolidation, or purchase or sale of a significant amount of assets not in the
ordinary course of business;

None.

6. Has the Company had any default of any terms of any note, loan, lease, or other
indebtedness or financing arrangement requiring the issuer to make payments?

No.

7. Has the Issuer had a change of control?

On October 18,2011, John Kueberresigned as President, Secretary, Treasurer
and director and Kenneth Carter was elected President, Secretary, Treasurer and
Driector.

On April 17, 2013, Kenneth Carter resigned as President, Secretary, Treasurer
and Director and Marlon Sanchez was elected President, Secretary, Treasurer
and Director.

On February 20,2014, Marlon Sanchez resigned as President, Secretary,
Treasurer and Director and Javier Romero was elected President, Secretary,
Treasurer and Director.

8. Has there been an increase of 10% or more of the same class of
outstanding equity securities.

On June 21, 2013 the Board of Directors approved a 1:75 forward common
stock split.

9. Describe any past, pending or anticipated stock split, stock dividend,
recapitalization, merger, acquisition, spin-off, or reorganization;

None.

10. Whether the Issuer has been de-listed by any securities exchange or FINRA.

In April of2013 the Issuer's securities were temporarily de-listed for failure to
file the 10K. In May of2013 the Issuer was re-listed on the OTCBB upon
filing the 10K.

11. Are there any current, past, pending or threatened legal proceedings or
administrative actions either by or against the issuer that could have a material
effect on the issuer's business, financial condition, or operations. State the names of



the principal parties, the nature and current status of the matters, and the amounts
involved:

No, there are no current, past, pending or threatening legal proceedings or
administrative actions.

(B) Business ofIssuer. Cynk Technology is a social network based on the premise
that personal networks are valuable. Social networks are web based services that
allow individuals to post a profile and link their profile to other friends and
organizations. To date, social networks such as Linkedin.com and Facebook.com
have generated enormous popularity. Social Networks have largely been a
"personal branding" exercise or for pure entertainment to see what friends or
associates are doing.

Cynk Technology plans to be a social network that is also based on showing the
types of people you are connected with and are associated. However, it's also
based on the idea that people should, and will pay to get in touch with people you
know. Furthermore, money or donations act as a convenient reason to get in
touch with people who can benefit your career or enhance one's life.

Cynk Technology can also be compared to what happens at a charity auction
when people pay thousands to have lunch with a celebrity. However, with Cynk
Technology, anyone who knows anyone is a mini celebrity and social capital is
valued. We believe that people will pay for introductions that are meaningful
since it can save or create significant value to someone's life such as to find the
right executive, nanny, software developer - or even the right squash player as
examples. Instead of paying for a lunch that neither party wants to eat, parties
can get down to business knowing that their time has been valued.

1.Please indicate the issuer's primary and secondary SIC Codes;

The SIC Code for the company is 8999.

2.If the issuer has never conducted operations, is in the development stage or is
currently conducting operations.

The company is currently conducting operations.

3. State the names of any parent, subsidiary, or affiliate of the issuer, and describe
its business purpose, its method of operation, its ownership, and whether it is
included in the financial statements attached to this disclosure document;

None.

4. The effect of existing or probable governmental regulations on the
business;

None as the company does not foresee any substantial changes that could
adversely affect the business of the company at this time.

5. Sources and availability of raw materials and the names of principal suppliers;



None.

6. Dependence on one or a few major customers;

The Issuer does not have any customers at the present time.

7. Patents, trademarks, licenses, franchises, concessions, royalty agreements or
labor contracts, including their duration; and

The Issuer currently owns no trademark rights nor has any trademarks
pending.

8. The need for any government approval of principal products or services.
Discuss the status of any requested government approvals.

The company conducts the business under the guidelines of the State of
Nevada. The company, at this time does not need and has not requested
government approval on the products and services provided oilier than
local operating business licenses.

Item 9: The nature and extent of the issuer's facilities-

In responding to this item, please give the location of the principal plants and
other property of the issuer and describe the condition of the properties. If the
issuer does not have complete ownership of the property (for example, if others
also own the property or if there is a mortgage on the property), describe the
limitations on the ownership.

The Company's officer and director provides office space free of charge
located at The Matalon, Coney Way, Suite 400, Belize City, Belize.

Item 10: The name of the chief executive officer, members of the board of directors,
as well as counsel, accountant and public relations

In responding to this item, please provide the full names, business addresses,
employment histories, board memberships, other affiliations, and number of
securities (and of which class) beneficially owned by each such person, which
information must be no older than the end of the most recent fiscal year, for the
issuer's:

A. Executive Officers:

The following list sets forth the name, address and position of each
executive officer and director of the Issuer as of the date hereof:

Name Position
Javier Romero President, Secretary, Treasurer and Director
The Matalon, Coney Drive, Suite 400
Belize City, Belize



The principal occupation and business experience during the last five years
for each of the present directors and executive officers of the Issuer are as
follows:

Javier Romero is the President, CEO, Secretary, Treasurer, and
Director of Cynk Technologies, Inc. Since 2009 Mr. Romero has
been a Fisheries Officer for the Government of Belize based out of
Belize City.

The following table sets forth the ownership for each class of equity
securities of the Issuer owned beneficially and of record by all directors and
officers of the Issuer as of March 31, 2014.

Name and Position Common Stock % Owned

Javier Romero, 210,000,000 72%
Pres, Sec. Treas. and Dir.

Item 11: The issuer's most recent balance sheet and profit and loss and
retained earnings statements.

The most recent financial statements for period ending March 31, 2014
are separately attached on the Pink Sheets website.

The company intends to post all reports on the Pink Sheets website every
quarter to disclose the fmancial condition of the company and any
changes that have occurred since this statement

Item 12: Similar financial information for such part of the 2 preceding fiscal
years as the issuer or its predecessor has been in existence.

The fmancial statements of the company for the fiscal years ending 2012,
2013, and period ending March 31, 2014 are separately attached on the Pink
Sheets website.

Item 13: Whether any quotation is being submitted or published directly or indirectly
on behalf of the issuer, or any director, officer or any person, directly or indirectly the
beneficial owner of more than 10 percent of the outstanding units or shares of any
equity security of the issuer, or at the request of any promoter for the issuer, and if
so the name of such person, and the basis for any exemption under the federal
securities laws for any sales of such securities on behalf of such person.

To the best of Company's knowledge, information and belief, quotations with respect
to the Issuer's common stock are not being submitted or published behalf of the issuer,
or any director, officer or any person, directly or indirectly the beneficial owner of more
than 10 percent of the outstanding units or shares of any equity security of the issuer, or
at the request of any promoter for the issuer, and if so the name of such person, and
the basis for any exemption under the federal securities laws for any sales of such



securities on behalf of such person.
directly or indirectly, on behalf of the Issuer or on behalf of a director officer or

5. An estimate of the amount spent during each of the last two fiscal years on
research and development activities, and if applicable, the extent to which
the cost of such activities are borne directly by customers;

The company has spent approximately $43,000 on the research and
development of the Company.

6. Costs and effects of compliance with environmental laws (federal, state and
local)

The company is not producing any products that are hazardous to the
environment and does not foresee any changes that could adversely
affect the environment. All products and services are
environmentally friendly.

7. Total number of employees and number of full time employees.

The company currently has I full time employees.

(C) Investment Policies- Describe the issuer's policies with respect to each of
the following types of investments. State whether there are any
limitations of the percentage of assets which may be invested in anyone
investment, or type of instrument, and indicate whether such policy may
be changed without a vote of the security holders.

Securities of or interests in persons primarily engaged in real estate
activities.

Indicate the types of securities in which the issuer may invest, and
indicate

the primary activities of persons in which the issuer may invest and the
investment policies of such persons.

The company does not intend to invest in these type of investments

Investments in real estate or interests in real estate. Indicate the types
of real estate in which the issuer may invest, and describe the method
(or proposed method) of operating and financing these properties.
Indicate any limitations on the number or amount of mortgages that
may be placed on anyone piece of property .

The company does not intend to invest in these type of investments.

Investments in real estate mortgages. Indicate the types of
mortgages and the types of properties subject to mortgages in which the
issuer plans to invest Describe each type of mortgage activity in which
the issuer intends to engage, such as originating, servicing and
warehousing, and the portfolio turnover rate.

The Company d~ not intend to invest in the& ~ of investments.



Item 14: The nature of products or services offered.

In responding to this item, please describe the following:

1. Principal products or services, and their markets;

Services

We plan to provide a new opportunity in the social network
marketplace that is built on introducing people in your network
instead of simply "showing off' your network. Cynk Technology's
planned operations are based on the premise that to reach people in
your network, you should have to pay a fee either to the person
introducing and/or to the person you wish to meet. The fee can be
directly donated to charity, or received as cash. The groups of people
seeking this type of network are as follows:

Connection seekers: We define this group as people who currently
pay to attend trade shows to meet customers and in essence pay to
meet key people to their business. On Cynk Technology's site, they
could do so with searches such as "Media Buyer", "Software
Purchasing" or "Real Estate Developer". If they were looking to
connect with someone who worked at Starbucks to learn how to work
with the company you would search for "Star Bucks Marketing".

For people's personal lives, a cash bounty serves as a filter and an
attention getter to find the right person who won't waste your time:

For information seekers: This group of people we define as
individuals who seek information more than the connection with a
person and would pay to get information that is meaningful to their
business or life experiences. This is similar to "Yahoo Answers"

Life experiences: "I'm looking to pay "X" dollars to find someone
who"

• Traveled wine country in New Zealand
• How to raise twins in an urban professional household

Business experiences:
• Looking for information on running a local print directory in Denver
• Looking for information on running a milk farm in Kazakhstan

Mavens: This group of people provides connections to multiple
people. They aren't seeking to make new friends or associates--
Their network is full of great people, and if anything, they've made a
practice of introducing people at no cost just to remain connected.



However, Cynk Technology provides a gateway to monetizing this
network of people they've spent a lifetime building.

• Real estate agents - connecting contractors and homeowners,
• Small business owners - accountants, contractors, network technicians,

attorneys, graphics people, marketing agents
• Salespeople - They know hundreds, if not thousands of people, not all of

which are valuable or target customers, but could be an extremely valuable
to others.

• Stock brokers - could offer their clients to be part of their Cynk
Technology network to meet new people

• Anyone's "Personal Service" network -landscapers, handymen, dry
cleaners, massage therapy, maids,

For experts (targets)
• These people are celebrities, hold a position of power (i.e. director of

purchasing), or are simply very popular people. They are introduced to
seekers by mavens. They can use Cynk Technology as a filter for fmding
"who means business" when they want to be introduced, and often use the
proceeds to benefit a non-profit.

This main page is planned to illustrate some of the items that people
will see when they first visit Cynk Technology. Immediately, they
are presented with an updated list of people seeking connections, as
well as Mavens who can introduce you to entire networks of people.
A celebrity profile is planned to be featured as often as possible, and
the non-profits that benefit from Cynk Technology will also receive a
prominent position. Low intensity graphics and minimalist design
will be targeted throughout the site.



Marketing

The following is an overview of the company's planned marketing activities
during this timeframe.
Positioning:

• For mavens: Your social and professional network is valuable. Don't
give it away.

• For targets: Create a filter for people who need to meet you most - and
make money for charity Does someone really need to meet you?

• For seekers: One person can change your life. Wouldn't you agree?
• For the mass public: Isn't Cynk Technology that place where you can

pay to meet a celebrity?
• Cynk Technology is looking to benefit great causes by allowing people

who have a lot of people seeking time and meetings to create
donations for great causes.

The following summarizes the strategies and tactics Cynk Technology plans to
use to generate its revenue goals.

I. Strategy: Enroll Non-Profit membership networks. Cynk Technology
plans to generate revenue that can be applied to non-profits which, in turn,
can also be a major marketing tool. For example, the Sierra Club has a
large membership and even more people are part of college alumni groups.
All of these groups rely on their members to generate donations, and in
many ways, these non-profits rely on social capital to keep donations
flowing. Today, people may make donations to help causes, but to also
meet other people who are part of the group. Cynk Technology would
formalize that process by

a. Offering "Featured Non-profits" the ability to receive reduced rates
in exchange for introducing their networks

b. Providing a "Non-profit ticker" that shows the total amounts raised
for each non profit

c. Generating news and PR coverage of donations via Cynk
Teclmology

2. Strategy: Make viral marketing happen through seamless invites:
Cynk Technology planned business is built on being able to easily upload
your contacts and notify people about Cynk Technology. Asking
permission to list someone, inviting someone, or suggesting to someone
that they join Cynk Technology are all valid reasons for enlisting new
members.



Cynk Technology hopes to attract and invite members utilizing the following
tactics:

a. Users will be encouraged to invite their entire address book
through easy to use tools - i.e. "Would you like to import your
outlook or other address book and have Cynk Technology invite
people to your network?"

b. Users will be encourage to upload "Connections I am seeking
c. Users will be encouraged to confirm details such as rate and

availability which will cause targets to learn about Cynk
Technology.

d.

Marketing Goals and Market Positioning Principles we plan to initiate and
carry through as a vision for long-term success in the marketplace.

Market place positioning we want to avoid as a long-term goal:
• Just another social network .....
• As competing directly with Linkedln or Facebook

Enroll Celebrities: Cynk Technology plans to provide a natural platform to
enable celebrities to raise money for causes in a seamless, meaningful and hassle
free-way. Typical charity auction type of activities such as "lunch with celebrity"
X or "A lesson with sports pro Y" can be transacted over Cynk Technology.
Beyond the typical time intensive activities, however, Cynk Technology can offer
a less time consuming yet perhaps equally meaningful interaction: For example;

• A professional football athlete could receive an email of your son's

passing action and provide feedback.

• A celebrity pop singer can offer feedback on an aspiring music stars' new

song

• A business consultant can review your company's situation and provide

business advice

• A golf professional can review a video of your golf swing and emailing

you back their opinion.

Athletes/Celebrities such as the above most likely don't need the money.
However, their legacy is important to them, and in offering themselves
electronically, they can save significant time in addition to generating more
money for their favorite causes. We hope that the newness and novel nature of
the Cynk Technology concept will be newsworthy while pitching the story to



mass media outlets along with easy to digest examples (ie celebrities action, plus
quotes from commons folks).

2. Distribution methods of the products or services;

We plan to use the internet and it's many marketing distribution channels including
extensive registering of the ULR (Uniform Resource Locator) to search engines.

3. Status of any publicly announced new product or service;

None

4. Competitive business conditions, the issuer's competitive position in the
industry, and methods of competition;

Cynk Teclmology has many potential competitors in the web based social network
marketplace. We consider the competition is competent, experienced, and they have
greater financial and marketing resources than we do at the present. Our ability to
compete may be adversely affected by the ability of these competitors to devote
greater resources to the marketing of their products than are available to our
Company. Some of the Company's competitors also offer a wider scope of
services and have greater name recognition.

Social networks have garnered considerable attention in recent years. Social
networks include companies such as Facebook.com, Linkedin.com, Doostang,
Myspace.com, and Bebo. To date most social networks have executed a business
model based on advertising revenues. Myspace and Bebo have focused more on
entertainment based social networks. Linkedin can be considered the leader in
business social networking.

Web Site and Description:

Facebook is a social networking website that was launched on February 4,2004.
The free-access website allows users to join one or more networks, such as a school,
place of employment, or geographic region to easily connect and interact with other
people. Users can post messages for their friends to see, and update their personal
profile to notify friends about themselves. The name of the website refers to the
paper facebooks depicting members of a campus community that some colleges and
preparatory schools give to incoming students, faculty, and staff as a way to get to
know other people on campus.

Linkedln is a free business social networking site that allows users who register to
create a professional profile visible to others. Through the site, individuals can then
maintain a list of known business contacts, known as Connections. LinkedIn users
can also invite anyone to join their list of connections. LinkedIn offers an effective
way by which people can develop an extensive list of contacts, as your network
consists of your own connections, your connections' connections (2nd degree
connections), as well as your 2nd degree's connections (called your 3rd degree
connections). Other LinkedIn features include paid accounts that offer more tools to
find people, and "LinkedIn Answers" developed in January 2007. A free feature,
"LinkedJn Answers" allows registered users to post business-related questions that
anyone else can answer.



Deostang is a social-networking site geared towards individuals seeking career
advancement. It is a more exclusive type of business networking service based on
invitations.

Please also identify whether any of the foregoing persons have, in the last five years,
been the subject of:

1. A conviction in a criminal proceeding or named as a defendant in a
pending criminal proceeding (excluding traffic violations and other minor
offenses);

None.

2. The entry of an order, judgment, or decree, not subsequently reversed,
suspended or vacated, by a court of competent jurisdiction that permanently or
temporarily enjoined, barred, suspended or otherwise limited such person's
involvement in any type of business, securities, commodities, or banking
activities;

None.

3. A finding or judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction {in a civil
action), the SBC, the CFTC, or a state securities regulator of a violation of federal
or state securities or commodities law, which finding or judgment has not been
reversed, suspended, or vacated

None.

4. Entry of an order by a self-regulatory organization that permanently or
temporarily barred suspended or otherwise limited such person's
involvement in any type of business or securities activities.

None.

There is one shareholder that currently own more man 5% of the common stock
of the company's issued and outstanding shares.

Javier Romero currently owns 210,000,000 restricted common shares of the
company and owns 72%. Mr. Romero is currently the sole Officer and
Director of the Company.

Please describe any affiliations or relationships between the former Officers and
Directors of the company and the current Officers and Directors of the
company.

There are no relationships or affiliations existing between the former Officers
and Directors of the company and the current Officers and Javier Romero,
President, Secretary, and Director.



B. Directors:

The list is as set forth above.

C. General Partners:

This does not apply to the company.

D. Promoters:

This does not apply to the company.

E. Control Persons:

Javier Romero is the only individuals/entities considered to be a control person ofthe company.

F. Counsel:
HaroldP. Gewerter, Esq.
Law Offices of Harold P. Gewerter, Esq., Ltd.
5536 S. Ft. Apache Road, Suite 102
Las Vegas, Nevada 89148

G. Certified Public Accountant.

Dale Paisley
4830 Park Newport
Newport Beach, California 92660

H. Public Relations Consultant.

This does not apply to the company.

I. Any other advisor (s) that assisted, advised, prepared or provided information "with
respect to this disclosure documentation:

This does not apply to the company.

1. Investment Bankers:

This does not apply to the company.

Item 16. Management Discussion and Analysis
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

The Company had net income of$O for the period ended March 31, 2014.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

The Company has financed its expenses and costs thus far partial1y through financing and through the
issuance of stock. As of March. 31, 2014, the Company had a cash of$39.



The Company has limited fmanciaJ resources available, which has had an adverse impact on the Company's
liquidity, activities and operations. These limitations have adversely affected the Company's ability to
obtain certain projects and pursue additional business. There is no assurance that the Company will be able
to raise sufficient funding to enhance the Company's fmancial resources sufficiently to generate volume for
the Company, or to engage in any significant research and development.

Item 17. Material Contracts.

The Company has no individual contracts which would be deemed material.

Item 18. Securities Offerings in the Last Two years.

On August 17,2012 the Board of Directors approved the issuance of 1,086,000 shares of
free trading common stock pursuant to the S-1 Registration Statement which went into
effect June 1,2012 as the share are fully paid and non-accessible.

On August 17,2012 the Board of Directors approved the issuance of 6,000,000 shares of
common stock to Kenneth Carter.

On April 17, 2013 the Board of Directors approved the issuance of 2,800,000 shares of
common stock to Marlon Sanchez.

Item. 19. Articles and Bylaws

The Company's Articles and Bylaws have been uploaded to Pinksheets.com separately.

Item 20. Purchases of Equity Securities.

None.



CERTIFICATION

I, Javier Romero, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual disclosure statement of Cynk Technology Corp.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this disclosure statement does not contain any untrue
statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made,
not misleading with respect to the period covered by this disclosure statement; and

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial
information included or incorporated by reference in this disclosure statement, fairly
present in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash
flows of the issuer as of, and for, the periods presented in this disclosure statement.

Javier


